The Wards.
As already explained, the fundamental object of the train is not merely to provide a means of conveying the wounded from the front to the coast, but to have a perfect self-contained hospital on wheels, so that if it should be shunted on to a silling, or otherwise get blocked, for even a week at a time, the wounded will be just as comfortable, and just as well nursed, as if they were in hospital. The the above subject is a little difficult to follow, but apparently the writer is under the impression that " totho puroall things are no longer pure," and the advent of that gentlewomen into the nursing profession is responsible for the change. To imagine that because a woman, gentle or simple, becomes a nurse, she can set the laws of decency at defiance, and retain her own and her patients' and fellow-workers' respect, is a grave mistake. If she has lost all sense of modesty, she has no right to imagine her patients to be equally unfortunate. I have had much experience in nursing male patients, both in my training school (one of the largest hospitals in England) and since, as sister of a male fiat at another important hospital. I have almost invariably found the patients selfrespecting and chivalrous to the nurses, and I am a great believer in the saying that " in treating a man as a gentleman you go half way towards making him one." I never heard of a nurse being asked or permitted to pass a catheter for an adult male or to take him to the bath, and I should consider such a proposal an outrage both to the nurse's modest}' and the patient's self-respect. That there are services which should be rendered to men by those of their own sex no modest woman, one would think, could deny; at the same time no true nurse would dispute that circumstances may arise in which necessity which knows no laws must bo the first consideration.
To unnecessarily perform these offices where male help can and ought to be forthcoming is to 1113' mind wilfully to injure one's own and one's patient's self-respect. On the other hand, to refuse one's aid where efficient male assistance camot be had, and one's refusal would ciuse pain or serious discomfort to one's patient, or perhaps danger to life or health, is both prudish, cruel, and Street, W.C.) This is one of a series of useful hand-books, which will be all the more appreciated because of its simplicity. Indeed, the author, 'Sister Grace, whose practical experience is a guarantee of knowledge, and whose style is as direct and admirable as her suggestions are valuable, confesses that her great object aimed at is simplicity, and she, truly points out that the usual fault of man}' works of the kind is that they are too far advanced for those whom they are meant to assist. Sister Grace, avoiding such an obvious mistake, is careful to give her instructions in language which she who runs may read.
In her little volume the home nurse will really find all she needs to know, and when she has mastered it she will not, if she be a sensible woman, imagine that she is qualified to undertake duties which belong to, and can only be discharged effectively by, her trained sister. 
